
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Terrible to think that in a ____________ hours … but perhaps it won't.1.
(few/short)

few short

Instantly the ______________ country behind him arose and pursued him!2.
(whole/upper)

whole upper

With the rest, under his ________________ eye, he lined the barricade.3.
(immediate/own)

own immediate

Of course it is not easy for a stranger in a very ___________________
position to feel that he has been admitted to their confidence.
4.

(different/social)

different social

It was chaotic to the _____________ system.5. (old/tribal)old tribal

If she succeeds her triumph will not be a triumph of _____________ force.6.
(mere/brute)

mere brute

At the ______________ pool the same thing happened.7. (little/next)next little

If you think he was the only baby who ever wanted to escape, it shows how
completely you have forgotten your ____________ days.
8.

(own/young)own young

____________________ trouble had arisen in Naples.9. (political/serious)Serious political

A small noise occurred behind him such as a woman makes when she
has put a foot through her own skirt, or has _________________ cause for
dismay.

10.

(powerful/other)
other powerful

It was a _______________ animal enough, and was easily roused to a
pretty fast pace.
11.

(lively/young)
lively young

His _______________ life lasted barely two years.12. (public/whole)whole public

We spent a ____________ time in this charmed spot.13. (good/long)good long

The next moment his body stretched out and ______________ fur
covered him all over.
14.

(black/thick)
thick black
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A ______________ power has stepped in, and once for all swept what we
call chance out of my life.
15.

(great/moral)
great moral

He was a splendid fellow, and bore a _________________ name, as I
discovered when our bargain was completed.
16.

(great/historic)
great historic

He persuaded __________________ Africans to accompany him.17.
(Christian/other)

other Christian

George's ________________ employment was of a very humble sort.18.
(regular/first)

first regular

The _____________ dwarf almost fainted with pain.19. (blind/poor)poor blind

___________________ things were invented by these resourceful
fellows.
20.

(remarkable/other)
Other remarkable
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